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SS# AND IC PRO 
 
Here is a copy of my profile just so you can see what I am talking about. 

 
SS# Information: 
 
SASSIE has added some new logos (SS# logos: Verified-gold; Missing-no logo; Deferred-no logo; Invalid-
black; Verified, alternate name used-silver) 
 
Get W-9: You won’t be able to see this bar on any of the profiles. 
 
Generate Invoice: Shoppers can now generate an invoice if they want to. 
 
IC Pro: This is a sample picture of what a shopper’s profile will look like if they are signed up with JobSlinger 
but not with IC Pro. 
 
In this picture you will see that this shopper is signed up the JS+ (Jobslinger Plus) 
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In the next picture (Shop Log) you will see that the shopper has a IC Pro Status: NONE.  This is telling the 
shopper they need to register for IC Pro status. 

 
 
Once the shopper has registered for IC Pro their profile will look like this one. 

 
 
If you haven’t already noticed these logos will show up on auto scheduling. 
IC Pro logo:  

 IC PRO 100 - means the shopper is 100% 
 IC PRO 70 - means the shopper is registered only 70%; meaning they haven’t completed the process of 

registering. 
 (There could be differ number beside 70, I haven’t seen them yet, but this does mean that the shopper is 

registered 100%.) 
 
They also now have logos for MSPA certified. 
MSPA Silver 
MSPA Gold 
 
JUST A REMINDER TRY AND USE A SHOPPER THAT IS REGISTERED WITH IC 

PRO WHEN POSSIBLE. 
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SIGNING UP WITH JOBSLINGER 
 
http://www.jobslinger.com/ 
 
Click on “Create New Account” in the upper right hand corner. 
 
Type in your email address. 
 
Fill in all of the information they ask for. 
 
Check your email for an email from Jobslinger.  This is to verify your email address. 
 
Once you have verified your email, then click on “Get more Job! Click here to register for IC Pro Status – it’s 
Free! 
 
 
** It is the shopper choice if they want to sign up for JobSlinger Plus.  There is a $2.75 a month fee.  It is free 
to just sign up with JobSlinger. 
 
With the JobSlinger plus the shoppers are allowed to sign up with more shopping companies and get notices 
when there are shops available on JobSlinger.  Only our shoppers are still the only ones to see our postings. 

http://www.jobslinger.com/

